
ADVERTISING RULES FURTHER CLARIFIED 

Skill of Injector - Testimonials 
From discussions with TAPS and NZMC, any testimonial about a practition-
ers skill or the results of treatment is not allowed.

However a testimonial about the “service” received from a clinic is ok. It just 
can’t mention or imply that treatment was good. - It can say “these people 
are nice” but it can’t say “these people did a great job on my face”. And it 
can’t mention nurses and doctors.

We also summarised with Medical Council that testimonial for a beauty ther-
apy services in a nurse or doctor clinic is ok. It’s services provided by the 
nurse or doctor that can’t have testimonials. Or the skills of the nurse or doc-
tor.

Facebook reviews need to be turned off even if you also have a beauty ther-
apy service as you don’t have control over clients posting the nurses skill.

Reviews that you have no control over, you cant control.


(To turn off Facebook reviews you must be on a computer)


Before and After Photos 
As long as it is YOUR work you can use before and afters.  

You can not use before and afters supplied by the product companies (not 
your work) in any advertising or social media.


Before and After Photos of Celebrities 
Posting celebrity photos and speculating on what they might have had done 
is ok. Posting industry before/after photos if treatments is not.

This is a common past-time for those in the industry, and a great way to ed-
ucate patients.

As long as you haven’t said the celebrity definitely has had treatment, let 
alone claimed that you did it, it is allowed.


*Other peoples Before and Afters 
With the before/afters in the post with Julie Horne, I will check with TAPS 
about whether it is okay to post before and after photos from other practi-
tioners. I suspect it isn’t unfortunately but I would rather that TAPS let us 
know about this one because I think it is a grey area.”




Mandatory Statements 
Botox®, Dysport®, Xeomin®, Neuronox®, Restylane®, Teoxane®, 
Juvederm®, Belotero® 
MEMES saying something like ‘Its Botox Friday’ are included in this. 
Mandatory statements on Instagram: If the brand name is used in a photo, 
then the mandatory statement should be in another photo on the same 
post.

If the brand name is in the caption, hashtag or a comment by the practitioner 
whose post it is, then the mandatory statement should be in the com-
ments. 
Any time you use a brand name anywhere it must be accompanied by a 
mandatory.  On a website TAPS seem happy if you have multiple mentions 
on one age and then a mandatory at the bottom.  Short story, get TAPS ap-
proval of your website and print the number on it.


Apply this to other social media platforms as well.


Discounting is Allowed 
You could argue it causes “undue pressure to consume the service”. But 
most recent statement from Medical Council allows it. I think it changed in 
2016.

So long as the patient is properly assessed and consented and can be re-
funded any pre-paid voucher type discounts are allowed.


Responsibility and Consequences 
The doctor providing the Standing Order for the nurses is considered re-
sponsible.

Also anyone could report to Advertising Standards Authority if it lack of 
mandatories or off label mentions

They can impose fine of up to $100,000


Basically there are two ways. Ignore all breaches and let everyone do any-
thing. The trouble is, that will favour dishonest and dodgy practitioners who 
say anything and don’t care about breaching.

The other way is to ping people who breach and that includes dodgy and 
good. So it’s a level playing field, and we respect the legislations and the 
ethics of our overseeing organisations.




NB: there are three things people always breach on.  Brand names with no 
mandatory, mentioning off label use with a brand name and testimonials.  It 
is really easy to forget in different contexts because we are so used to using 
the work Botox®.


If you offer Dysport® or any other botulinum toxin brand you cannot call it 
Botox®.  You must use the name of the toxin you 


As per Sarah Hart



